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ABSTRACT

In this work, we investigate the p–n junction region for two different buffer/Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2 (CIGSSe) samples having

different conversion efficiencies (the cell with pure In2S3 buffer shows a lower efficiency than the nano-ZnS/In2S3 buffered

one). To explain the better efficiency of the sample with nano-ZnS/In2S3 buffer layer, combined transmission electron

microscopy, atom probe tomography, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy studies were performed. In the pure In2S3
buffered sample, a CuIn3Se5 ordered-defect compound is observed at the CIGSSe surface, whereas in the nano-ZnS/

In2S3 buffered sample no such compound is detected. The absence of an ordered-defect compound in the latter sample

is explained either by the presence of the ZnS nanodots, which may act as a barrier layer against Cu diffusion in CIGSSe

hindering the formation of CuIn3Se5, or by the presence of Zn at the CIGSSe surface, which may disturb the formation of

this ordered-defect compound. In the nano-ZnS/In2S3 sample, Zn was found in the first monolayers of the absorber layer,

which may lead to a downward band bending at the surface. This configuration is very stable (Fermi level pinning at the

conduction band, as observed for Cd in Cu(In,Ga)Se2) and reduces the recombination rate at the interface. This effect

may explain why the sample with ZnS nanodots possesses a higher efficiency. This work demonstrates the capability of

correlative transmission electron microscopy, atom probe tomography, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy studies in

investigating buried interfaces. The study provides essential information for understanding and modeling the p–n junction

at the nanoscale in CIGSSe solar cells. Copyright © 2014 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cu(In,Ga)(S,Se)2 (CIGSSe)-based thin-film solar cells are a

promising alternative to the silicon photovoltaics technology

having achieved efficiencies of more than 20% at lab scale

[1]. The thin-film layer stack of the cells consists of soda lime

glass substrate, Mo (back contact), p-CIGSSe (absorber),

n-buffer, and i-ZnO+n-ZnO+Ni/Al grid (front contact).

The merely 20–60nm thick buffer is crucial for the device

performance, because it forms together with the absorber the

p–n junction, which is necessary for the charge separation.

The functions of this buffer are manifold. For the present

work, we mention only the requirement to form a good band

alignment and a low defect density at the p–n junction which

is necessary to reduce the charge carrier recombination.

Nowadays, toxic CdS is the standard buffer material

that is used in commercial products. This buffer is depos-

ited by chemical bath deposition (CBD) [2,3], which pro-

duces huge amounts of cadmium containing liquid waste.

Great efforts are being made in the community to replace

not only the toxic material, but also the liquid CBD

process, which is not adequate for a dry production line.
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A compilation of the current development of the buffer

layers is given by Naghavi et al. [4].

Spray-ion layer gas reaction (ILGAR) is a sequential and

cyclic chemical method for depositing metal sulfide thin

layers [5–7]. In the first process step, a metal oxide precursor

film is deposited by ultrasonic spraying following an aerosol-

assisted chemical vapor deposition mechanism [8]. In the sec-

ond step, the precursor is converted by the reactant gas H2S to

the metal sulfide. Repetition of this process cycle enables a

very good control of the layer thickness. The ILGAR process

is flexible as it enables tuning the material composition as

well as the deposition of mixed or multi-layers. Moreover this

techniques allows the adjustment of important properties,

such as conductivity, band gap, and crystallite size.

Solar cells based on ILGAR In2S3 buffer layer deposited

on CIGSSe absorbers had already reached efficiencies up to

16.8% (in-house) and 16.1% (certified), which is a record

for In2S3 buffered solar cell, regardless of the buffer deposi-

tion technique [9]. However, photoluminescence experi-

ments revealed clearly lower recombination rates for ZnS

and CdS than for In2S3 [10]. Due to the low conductivity

of ZnS, buffer layers based on thismaterial are not an optimal

choice. In the present case, the ZnS phase has a form of either

a very thin layer or preferably separated nanodots (NDs).

Indeed, a thick ZnS layer would lead to an unfavorable band

line-up with a too large spike because of the wide band gap

of ZnS [11]. Therefore, Fu et al. [12,13] developed a new

buffer layer composed by ZnS NDs covered by an In2S3
layer. Indeed, this mixed ZnS-In2S3 buffer layer shows better

open-circuit voltage (Voc) and efficiency (up to 1.5% abs.

higher compared with pure In2S3 buffer). The effect is

explained in terms of defect passivation by the ZnS NDs

and charge carrier transport via the In2S3 point contacts [13].

In the present work, we characterize pure In2S3 and

combined nano-ZnS/In2S3 buffers using correlative high-

resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy

(HRSTEM), laser-assisted atom probe tomography (APT)

[14], and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [13]

studies. The aim of this study is to understand the differ-

ence in nanoscopic structure and composition of the p–n

junction between these two buffers in order to explain the

higher efficiency of mixed ZnS-In2S3 buffer layer.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Cell fabrication

The deposition of ZnS and In2S3 layers is performed by the

two-step cyclical spray-ILGAR process [12,15]. Within a

cycle, a zinc-containing or indium-containing precursor layer

is first deposited by an aerosol-assisted chemical vapor

deposition type reaction and then converted to zinc or indium

sulfide by the introduction of H2S (e.g., 2InCl3+3H2S➔

In2S3+6HCl). Aqueous zinc acetylacetonate solution or

alcoholic indium chloride solution is used respectively for

the deposition of each layer. The standard 15nm thick In2S3
layer is produced within six process cycles, whereas the ZnS

ND layer is produced within 20 cycles. The typical distance

between the dots is below 5nm, which is several orders of

magnitude less than the minority carrier diffusion lengths in

chalcopyrite solar cells [16]. It is important that the minority

carrier (the electrons here) has a diffusion length enough to

travel to the nearest point contact (i.e., the In2S3 layer).

Both layers are deposited onto commercially available

CIGSSe absorbers (AVANCIS GmbH & Co. KG), which

are kept at 225 °C during the deposition process. The cells

are completed with 70–100 nm i-ZnO, 400-500nm ZnO:Al

layers, and Ni/Al contact grids using standard RF sputtering.

We note here that for the APTmeasurements, the In2S3 layer

is produced using 50 subsequent process cycles (around

200nm thick layer) in order to preserve the p–n junction

during the sample preparation by focused-ion-beam (FIB).

2.2. Device characterization

The efficiency of the devices was measured in lab with

an Oriel solar simulator (approx. AM 1.5) at 1000Wm
�2
.

The microstructure of the In2S3 and nano-ZnS/In2S3
buffer layers was studied using two JEOL JEM-2200FS

HRTEMs operated at 200kV: double-Cs corrected instru-

ment at University of Marburg and an analytical instrument

at the Max-Planck Institute for Iron Research in Düsseldorf.

The TEM lamellas containing the region of interest necessary

for the (HR)TEM studies were prepared using a dual beam

FIB (FEI Helios Nanolab 600i). In order to avoid any

contaminations or damages due to the Ga
+
beam, these

TEM lamellas were finally cleaned using a very low-kVGa
+

beam (500 eV).

APT experiments were performed with a local electrode

atom probe (LEAPTM 3000× HR, Cameca Instruments),

applying laser pulses of 532 nm wavelength, 12 ps pulse

length, and an energy of 0.1 nJ per pulse at a repetition rate

of 100 kHz. The specimen base temperature was about

60K. Tip samples, necessary for the APT measurements,

were prepared using a dual beam FIB (FEI Helios Nanolab

600i) according to the procedure described in [17]. To min-

imize beam damage, a low energy (2 keV) Ga beam was

used at the final ion-milling stage.

For the XPS depth profile measurement, the ZnS

nanodots (NDs) are incrementally removed from the

absorber surface by etching in 50mL 2% aqueous HCl

solution [13]. XPS spectra were obtained with a CLAM4

(Thermo VG Scientific) concentric semi-hemispherical

analyzer and an Al Kα/Mg Kα X-ray tube.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Electrical properties of pure In2S3 and

nano-ZnS/In2S3 buffered Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2
solar cells

Table I shows the best cell performance of pure In2S3 and

nano-ZnS/In2S3 buffered CIGSSe solar cells used in this

investigation. All absorbers stem from the same batch.
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Compared with the pure In2S3 buffer, the addition of

ZnS NDs between the absorber surface and the In2S3
layer helps to increase the Voc and fill factor (FF) of the

solar cell and further raises its efficiency (η). The

improvement of the cell performance is explained by a

controlled passivation/point contact effect: ZnS NDs

reduce the recombination activity at the absorber/buffer

heterointerface (passivation), while the In2S3 forms point

contacts for the charge carrier transport (knowing that

ZnS has a poor electrical conductivity).

Besides the electrical properties, structural and chemi-

cal (diffusion processes) properties may also influence the

performance of the absorber/buffer interface. Therefore,

in the next two sections, we will focus on structural and

chemical properties, in order to understand a possible

electrical-structural-chemical correlation for these two

different buffer layers.

3.2. Structural properties of pure In2S3 and

nano-ZnS/In2S3 buffer layers

The nanostructure of both pure In2S3 and nano-ZnS/In2S3
buffer layers was studied using a combination of analyti-

cal TEM (high-angle annular dark field (HAADF)), elec-

tron diffraction pattern (DP), energy dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy (EDX), and high-resolution (HR)STEM.

Figure 1 shows the In2S3/CIGSSe interface, correspond-

ing DP, and EDX line profile. The In2S3 layer has a

thickness of about 200 nm and consists of nanocrystalline

grains (20–60 nm size). The DP (Figure 1(b)) reveals that

most of the In2S3 have the [001]In2S3‖[100]CIGSSe orienta-

tion relationship with the CIGSSe absorber layer. However,

there are some randomly oriented crystals visible on the DP

as ring (like that of (213) plane). The rather weak intensity

of that ring suggests that randomly oriented crystallites are

low volume fraction of the In2S3 layer.

The microstructure and the corresponding DP and EDX

line profile through the In2S3/ZnS/CIGSSe interface is

presented on Figure 2. The In2S3 layer appears similar to

that of In2S3/CIGSSe (nanocrystalline layer of 200 nm

thickness), however, small ZnS dots (darker regions) are

present in the In2S3 adjacent to the interface.

In order to identify the phases shown on the com-

plex DP (Figure 2(b)), individual patterns were acquired

from the main components (Figure 2(c) and (d)) and

simulated (Figure 2(e)–(g)). The results reveal a

Table I. Best cell performance of pure In2S3 and nano-ZnS/

In2S3 buffered Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2 solar cells of this investigation.

Buffer η [%] Voc [mV] Jsc [mA/cm
2
] FF [%]

Pure In2S3 14.7 554 38.5 69.1

Nano-ZnS/In2S3 15.7 571 38.8 70.3

The substrate size used is 2.5×2.5 cm
2
with a cell size of 0.5 cm

2
; η:

efficiency, VOC: open-circuit voltage; JSC: short circuit current, FF: fill factor.

Figure 1. (a) High-angle annular dark field micrograph of a In2S3/Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2 (CIGSSe) interface. (b) Corresponding diffraction

pattern from the highlighted region. (c) Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) line profile through In2S3 layer and CIGSSe surface.
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[001]In2S3‖[101]ZnS‖[100]CIGSSe orientation relationship

between the ZnS NDs, buffer, and absorber layers. The

In2S3 and CIGSSe layers keep the same orientation relation-

ship as the pure In2S3 sample.

The structural details of the In2S3/CIGSSe interfaces

with and without ZnS NDs were also studied using

HRSTEM. Figure 3(a) shows the In2S3/CIGSSe interface

in high resolution and corresponding fast Fourier trans-

form. The presence of a layer between the buffer and

absorber layers (darker than CIGSSe, see Figure 3(a)) is

highlighted. This layer has a very inhomogeneous

thickness (between 1 and 10 nm), and it is coherent with

the absorber layer. Analysis of the DPs obtained from the

CIGSSe absorber and the CIGSSe surface region (Figure 3

(b) and (c), respectively) reveals that this layer has the

same chalcopyrite structure as the CIGSSe layer. Yan

et al. [18] earlier observed the formation of such

ordered-defect compound (ODC) or ordered-vacancy

compound (OVC) structure that in our case can be identi-

fied by the presence of additional weak spots (indicated

by arrows in Figure 3(c)) and the inserted Fourier trans-

form Figure 3(a)). Indeed the structure of CuIn3Se5 is

derived from that of CuInSe2 with an ordered array of Cu

vacancies or (2VCu
�

+ InCu
2+
) defect pairs. We note here that

this layer is not an artificial layer due to the overlap between

CIGSSe and In2S3. This latter affirmation is based first on the

fact that the DP corresponds to ODC and not to an overlap

between CIGSSe and In2S3, and second, the thickness of

the layer is very inhomogeneous, which do not correspond

to typical overlapping between In2S3 and CIGSSe.

Figure 2. (a) High-angle annular dark field micrograph of a In2S3/ZnS/Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2 (CIGSSe) interface. Diffraction pattern from the

(b) highlighted region, (c) CIGSSe, and (d) In2S3. (e)–(g) simulated diffraction patterns of all the phases present on the interface. (h) EDX

line profile through In2S3, ZnS, and CIGSSe surface.
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Figure 4 presents the In2S3/ZnS/CIGSSe interface

region. Contrary to the In2S3 /CIGSSe interface, no ODC

phase is detected. The ZnS NDs present at the In2S3/

CIGSSe interface are not clearly separated from one

another as it is shown in Figure 4, and they are found in a

3–4 nm thick region. The appearance of the ZnS NDs in

the form of continuous layer is due to the fact that 50 nm

thick TEM lamellae contains around 10 dots in depth,

and therefore the HR-HAADF image obtained shows a

superposition of several NDs.

The presence of a Zn-rich layer between the buffer and

absorber layers was observed using EDX (Figure 2(c),

EDX map not shown here), whereas the EDX line profile

performed for the pure In2S3 sample shows no Zn-rich layer

at the In2S3/CIGSSe interface as expected (Figure 1(c)). As

for HR-HAADF image (Figure 4), single NDs cannot be

resolved in EDX, knowing that within the depth of the

lamella, we have a superposition of several NDs. We note

here that the quantitative EDX measurements were

performed at relatively thick regions (~100 nm) to minimize

the effect of the Ga-beam damages (created at 500 eV during

the sample preparation) on the composition. Furthermore,

due to resolution limit of the EDX, composition information

regarding the ZnS NDs or the ODC (OVC) could not be

determined. Therefore, APT studies were required to

determine the absolute composition value of ZnS NDs and

ODC observed at p–n junction for pure In2S3 and nano-

ZnS/In2S3 samples.

3.3. Compositional gradients at In2S3/

CIGSSe and In2S3/nano-ZnS/CIGSSe

interfaces

The APT technique, a combination of time of flight mass

spectrometry and ion projection microscopy, allows

three-dimensional elemental mapping with near-atomic

resolution and high detection sensitivity, thus enabling

accurate atomic-scale tomographic chemical analyses of

buried interfaces [14]. Recent APT studies were performed

on CuInSe2 (CIS) and CIGS solar cells containing CdS

buffer [19–21]. These APT studies clearly revealed

compositional gradients at the CdS/CI(G)S interface

(Cu-depleted and Cd-enriched CIGS surface), but also

the impurity distribution (mainly Na and O) within this

interface. We note here that by APT only specific regions

of maximum 100 × 100 × 500 nm
3
can be analyzed. This

means that several analyses on different regions of the

same sample are necessary in order to build-up a more

general conclusion.

Figure 3. (a) High-resolution high-angle annular dark field image of In2S3/Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2 (CIGSSe) interface and the corresponding

fast Fourier transform. (b) and (c) Diffraction patterns obtained for the CIGSSe phase and for the ordered-defect compound (ODC),

respectively. White arrows indicate an ordered-vacancy compound (OVC) phase.

Figure 4. High-resolution high-angle annular dark field image of

In2S3/ZnS/Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2 (CIGSSe) interface and the corre-

sponding fast Fourier transform.
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Figure 5 shows the proximity histogram (or proxigram)

(for more details, see [22]) obtained from the APT data

across the p–n junction for pure In2S3 sample (Figure 5(a))

and for nano-ZnS/In2S3 sample (Figure 5(b)). The interface,

relative to which the proxigram is constructed, can be defined

in terms of an iso-concentration threshold value. As explained

by Yoon et al. [23], the threshold value for the interface is

located at the steepest point of the concentration gradient of

a chosen profile in the proxigram. In Figures 5(a) and (b),

the steepest points of the sulfur S-shaped profiles are 43 and

40 at.%S, respectively.

In Figure 5(a), the region between �1 nm and +1 nm

represents the mixed interface region. As shown in this

diagram, the In2S3/CIGSSe interface is rather diffuse

(~2 nm in width), which could be partly due to different

evaporation fields of In2S3 and CIGSSe layer and hence,

to a corresponding reconstruction artifact [24]. On the

other hand, as shown in Table II, the In2S3 layer contains

quite a high amount of Cu (6.8 at.%) and Se (4.2 at.%),

which indicates that during the ILGAR deposition of In2S3
at 225 °C, Cu and Se diffuse from the CIGSSe layer into

In2S3. We note here that the average composition of the

In2S3 layer in Figure 5(a) exhibits a slight deviation from

the expected nominal composition (Table II). This is due to

the overlapping mass-to-charge peaks, namely between
65
S2
1+
and

65
Cu

1+
and between

97
S3
1+
and

97
CuS

1+
, which

cannot be deconvoluted in the composition profile. This

leads to an overestimation of Cu in In2S3 and CIGSSe layers,

Figure 5. Proximity histogram across (a) In2S3/Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2

(CIGSSe) using an iso-concentration threshold value of 43 at.

%S and (b) In2S3/ZnS/CIGSSe using an iso-concentration thresh-

old value of 40 at.%S.
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since the Cu overestimation is much higher in In2S3 than in

CIGSSe because of the higher content of S2 in In2S3 than

in CIGSSe. To determine a more accurate value for the com-

position of the In2S3 layer, its mass spectrum was evaluated

separately. Overlapping mass peaks were deconvoluted by

taking into account the isotope abundance. The values

corrected by this procedure are shown for both In2S3 and

CIGSSe in Table II. We note here that Table II shows

deconvoluted values for CIGSSe for a region~ 100nm far

away from the interface and hence these values cannot be

compared with the values shown in Figure 5(a). The aim of

this procedure is to show that the composition of CIGSSe

in the area near the interface (Figure 5(a)) is very different

to that inside the CIGSSe bulk (Table II). This is not the case

for In2S3, where the deconvoluted values were determined

for a region close to the interface, knowing that the composi-

tion of In2S3 is rather homogenous within the depth.

Furthermore, at the CIGSSe surface, we observe a

distinct zone of about 2.5 nm width marked in gray in

Figure 5(a). In this region, the Cu concentration decreases

(Cu-depleted atoms= (1 ± 0.07) × 10
21
cm

�3
), and the In

concentration slightly increases (In enriched atoms= (1.4 ±

0.1) × 10
21
cm

�3
compared with the CIGSSe bulk), whereas

the Se and S concentrations remain constant (S coming from

CIGSe surface sulfurization [25]). The average composition

of this region is 10.3 ± 0.5 at.% Cu, 34.8 ± 0.7 at.% In, and

54.1± 1 at.% Se and S. This observation correlated with

HRSTEM studies (Figure 3(a)) suggests that this region

corresponds to the CuIn3Se5 ODC region, even if the com-

position obtained by APT is slightly different from the

stoichiometric one. Indeed, according to Cu2Se-In2S3
pseudobinary phase diagram [26], the Cu concentration in

β-CuIn3Se5 phase is between 10 and 15 at.%, which fits well

with the APT results.

Regarding the impurities, Cl was detected inside the

In2S3 layer and at the CIGS surface, but it was not

segregated at the In2S3/CIGSSe interface. These Cl atoms

stem from the incomplete sulfurization of the Cl

containing indium oxide precursor film, knowing that

the presence of chlorine is beneficial for this type of solar

cells. As shown in Table II and Figure 5(a), the Cl

concentration in In2S3 is in average 2.2 at.%, and it shows

a gradient within the first 5 nm of the buffer layer. The Cl

gradient can be explained by the fact that the ILGAR

layers deposited in the first process cycles see more H2S

from the following cycles than the later ones. Moreover,

Cl diffuses to a small extent into the CIGSSe absorber.

Na and O impurities were detected in the In2S3 buffer

layer (0.3 ± 0.06 and 0.1 ± 0.03 at.%, homogenously dis-

tributed), but none of these impurities is segregated at

the In2S3/CIGSSe interface. In the case of CdS/CI(G)Se

(with CdS deposited by CBD), O was found to segregate

at the p–n junction (~0.8 at.%, see [19–21]). This may be

correlated with the presence of In or Ga oxides on the

surface of the absorber. In the case of ILGAR deposition,

Fu et al. [12] had shown that HCl gas formed while the

sulfurization step attacks these oxides leaving an oxide-

free absorber surface, but also the H2S itself can sulfurize

the oxides. Both processes may explain why no O was

detected at the In2S3/CIGSSe interface.

In Figure 5(b), the interdiffusion between In2S3 and

CIGSSe is less pronounced and this is mainly due to the

presence of the ZnS NDs between these two layers.

Comparison of the nano-ZnS/In2S3 sample with pure-

In2S3 sample (Table II) shows that the Cu concentration

is lower in In2S3 for the nano-ZnS/In2S3 sample, whereas

the Cl concentration is higher (the ZnS NDs area is

excluded knowing that the NDs are Cl-free, i.e., the Cl source

in this area is smaller). Moreover, Cl diffusion in CIGSSe is

less pronounced for nano-ZnS/In2S3 sample than for pure-

In2S3 sample. This proves that the ZnS NDs act as a barrier

for the Cu diffusion into the In2S3 buffer and Cl diffusion

into the CIGSSe absorber. Analyses of the nano-ZnS/In2S3
sample reveal absence of Se in the In2S3 buffer layer. This

may be explained either by the ZnS NDs, which form a full

barrier against Se diffusion in In2S3 at 225 °C or by the Zn

diffusion in the first CIGSSe monolayers. In the latter case,

Zn keeps Se or/and S anions to preserve the charge neutrality

(the Heat of formation values for ZnS and ZnSe are

�45.85± 0.2 and �38±2 kcal/mol [27]).

Furthermore, the CIGSSe absorber composition of the

nano-ZnS/In2S3 sample shown in Table II is slightly differ-

ent to that of the pure-In2S3 sample. This is not surprising

since it is very common that the CIGSSe composition

varies from one grain to another even in the same sample

as shown in our previous study [28]. Moreover, the APT

shows a very local composition (i.e., on a specific grain)

and not an overall composition of the absorber.

Figure 6 clearly reveals the 3D distribution of the ZnS

NDs between the buffer and the absorber layers. As it is

shown in top view map inserted as an inset in Figure 6,

these NDs are very close to each other and have an ellip-

soidal shape with the thickness of ~4 nm (z axis) and the

Figure 6. Atom probe tomography 3D map showing the

distribution of In (pink), S (yellow), Zn (light green), Cu (blue),

Ga (orange), and Se (red). The presence of the ZnS nanodots

at the In2S3/Cu(In,Ga)Se2 interface is clearly shown in the

bottom view element envelope map (see inset, 7.7at% Zn).
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diameter 5–10 nm (x and y axes), information which could

not be given by HRSTEM analysis because of the superpo-

sition of the NDs within depth of the lamella (2D effect).

The proxigram from Figure 5(b) shows a thin layer

(~4 nm in agreement with HR-HAADF from Figure 4)

where the Zn concentration is in average 22 at.%. The

increase in Zn concentration in this thin layer is in agree-

ment with the EDX measurements (Figure 2(c)). This layer

is assigned to the ZnS NDs layer, but also to In2S3 found in

between the dots. The correct composition of this mixed

ZnS-In2S3 layer (Table II) is obtained after deconvolution

of the overlapping mass peaks, knowing that the mass

spectrum of this specific region was evaluated separately.

The same procedure was applied to determine the correct

averaged composition of the ZnS NDs. In the latter case,

due to the small size of the dots, the statistics was poor

(low number of atoms per each box, ~1000 ions). This

explains the significant standard deviation (2σ with

σ = (ci(1� ci)/N)
½
, where ci is the calculated atomic fraction

of each species i, andN is the total number of the ions) shown

in Table II. From the APT data, we clearly observe that these

NDs do not consist of pure ZnS, but Cu (3.5 ± 1.2 at.%), In

(5.3± 1.3 at.%), Se (1.8 ± 0.8 at.%), Cl (1± 0.6 at.%), and O

(2.5± 1 at.%) are present as well. These impurities stemmost

likely from the In2S3 buffer and CIGSSe absorber layers and

diffused into the ZnS NDs during the mixed In2S3-ZnS

deposition at 225 °C. We note here that ZnS deposition was

done using an aqueous solution of Zinc acetylacetonate and

not ZnCl2, and, therefore, no Cl is expected in the ZnS

NDs. This means that the Cl detected in ZnS NDs, which

originates from the In2S3 deposited in between the dots,

is diffusing in the dots during the deposition process at

225 °C. Regarding the Na and O impurities, there is no

interfacial segregation at In2S3/ZnS or ZnS/CIGSSe

interfaces, but these impurities are mostly accumulated

inside the In2S3 buffer layer, as observed for the previous

sample.

Furthermore, at the CIGSSe surface, there is a distinct

zone of about 3 nm width marked in gray in Figure 5(b).

In this region, the Cu concentration decreases, whereas the

In and Zn concentrations both slightly increase. The sum

of Se and S concentrations remains constant in the CIGSSe.

In this case, the averaged composition of the surface region

(12.2± 0.5 at.% Cu, 26.25 ± 0.7 at.% In, and 59.4± 1 at.%

Se and S) does not correspond anymore to CuIn3Se5
ODC, as observed for the pure-In2S3 reference sample.

This may be due either to the ZnS NDs layer, which

may act as a barrier against Cu diffusion in In2S3
hindering the formation of CuIn3Se5 or to the Zn diffusion

in the first monolayers of CIGSSe, which may disturb the

formation of the ODC (as was observed for the CdS/CI

(G)S [19–21]).

Furthermore, the concentration of depleted Cu atoms

((1.4 ± 0.1) × 10
21
cm

�3
) is almost equal to the concentration

of enriched In and Zn atoms ((3.1± 0.16) × 10
20
cm

�3
and

(1.2± 0.09) × 10
21
cm

�3
, respectively). Therefore, we pro-

pose that at the CIGSSe surface most of the Cu vacancies

are replaced by Zn (ZnCu
+
donor defects), but also few of them

by In (InCu
2+
donor defects). The formation of most of these

defects is thermodynamically favorable (formation energy

of InCu
2+
and VCu

�

is only 0.22 and 0.75 eV, respectively) as

calculated by Guillemoles et al. [29]. It is important to

mention here that the formation energy for ZnCu
+
defects in

CIGS surface or bulk is unknown in the literature. In the case

of CdS/CI(G)S interface, the “missing” Cu ions were nearly

identical with the “surplus”Cd ions as shown in our previous

studies [19–21]. Indeed, it was proposed that most of the Cu

vacancies are occupied by Cd atoms and form CdCu
+
donor

defects at the CIGS.

To make sure that Zn is present at the surface of the

CIGSSe at larger scale, XPS measurements were

conducted. In order to make the deeply buried absorber

side of the ZnS NDs/CIGSSe heterointerface accessible

for characterization, the ZnS NDs were etched off

incrementally by dipping the specimen in a diluted HCl

solution. The etching time is 1min, 5min, 15min, 1 h

and 20 h, respectively. It is important to know that ZnS,

when deposited on a Mo substrate, is completely removed

already after 15min etching in a diluted HCl solution [30].

Figure 7 shows how the most prominent Zinc XPS

feature, the Zn 2p peak, changes with etching time. The

ZnS layer dissolves rapidly in the HCl solution. Even the

shortest etching time reduces the ZnS ND layer consi-

derably. However, a small amount of Zn remains on the

surface even after etching for an extended time of 20 h.

This remaining Zn on CIGSSe cannot be present as a

constituent of ZnS. Otherwise, it would be etched away

as observed on a Mo substrate. In agreement with APT

results, this could be interpreted as a Zn diffusion into

the CIGSSe absorber (grains and grain boundaries) where

it resists the etching.

Moreover, the Zn XPS peak position of the 20 h-etching

sample suggests that the Zn is also bound to S or Se.

Figure 7. Zn 2p photoemission lines of as-prepared ZnS

nanodots on a Cu(In,Ga)(Se,S)2 (CIGSSe) absorber (black), and

the incrementally etched ZnS nanodots on a CIGSSe absorber

with aqueous HCl solution. The corresponding etching time is

1min, 5min, 15min, 1 h and 20 h, respectively.
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It should be noted that a pronounced shift of the

energetic Zn 2p position can be observed between as

prepared ZnS and all etched samples. In order to check

if the shift is due to the change of the chemical environ-

ment or not, the modified Auger parameters [31] are com-

puted using the Zn 2p core level and the Zn L3M45M45
Auger signal, α=Ekin[Zn L3M45M45(

1
G)] +EB[Zn 2p].

The calculated result shows no change in the modified

Auger parameters. Therefore, the reason for the shift in

the binding energy can be attributed to a band bending

or a charging of the sample and can therefore be

neglected for our intensity consideration.

4. DISCUSSION

In this work, it had been shown that during In2S3 ILGAR

deposition at 225 °C, Cu diffusion in In2S3 and In diffusion

in CIGSSe take place due to the gradient of chemical

potential between In2S3 and CIGSSe. It is suspected indeed

that part of the Cu vacancies, which are present at the

CIGSSe surface are replaced by In, whereas Cu may

occupy In sites and vacancies in In2S3 [32]. Because of

the very high mobility of Cu in CIGS and In2S3 (higher

than In) [32], it is suspected that a Kirkendall effect [33]

may take place, which implies the movement of the In2S3/

CIGSSe interface towards the CIGSSe absorber. On the

other hand, in the present work, a Cu-depleted CIGSSe

surface was directly put in evidence by APT.

The Cu-depleted region at the surface of polycrystalline

chalcopyrite thin films has already been proposed experi-

mentally [34–36] and theoretically [37,38]. There are

several models trying to explain the Cu-depleted CIGS

surface. First, a so called ODC (or OVC) compound with

a concentration ratio of [Cu]/([In] + [Ga]) = 1/3 was

proposed [37]. First principle calculations confirmed the

energetically favorable formation of this compound [37],

and its n-type conductivity was explained by Herberholz

et al. [39] as a consequence of the presence of positive

charges that lead to a strong surface band bending. In our

correlative HRSTEM-APT studies, we indeed observed

the formation of such an ODC compound at the CIGS

surface for the pure In2S3 reference sample. In the case of

nano-ZnS/In2S3 sample, the only reason for the absence

of the expected ODC may be the presence of ZnS NDs,

which may act as a barrier layer for the Cu diffusion from

the CIGSSe into In2S3, and thus preventing the formation

of this compound.

Furthermore, in the work of Mönig et al. [35], a novel

explanation for the Cu-depleted CIGS surface was

presented. On the basis of depth dependent hard XPS

results on Cu-depleted Cu(In,Ga)S2 films, a Cu-depleted

(0% [Cu]) surface layer with an extension in depth in the

sub-nanometer region was observed. This Cu-depleted

surface is the result of a surface reconstruction as predicted

by first principle calculations [37,38] and shows a surface

band gap measured by scanning tunneling spectroscopy

of 1.4 ± 0.2 eV [40], clearly larger than the bulk band gap

of the material investigated. In this work, APT

measurements performed on both samples clearly show

Cu-depleted CIGSSe surfaces with an extension of

2–4 nm, but no Cu-free layer at the absorber surface as

proposed by Mönig et al. [40]. It should not be forgotten

that the previous discussion involves only as grown

chalcopyrite layers. During the In2S3 deposition at ~225 °C,

Cu diffusion from the absorber into the buffer layer takes

place [41–44] for both samples. High-energy photoemission

spectroscopy measurements performed on In2S3 buffers,

PVD-grown on CIGSe absorbers without heating, showed

a diffusion of Cu in the buffer layer only after a post

annealing at 200 °C for 15–35min [45]. In fact, this

treatment is necessary to achieve high efficiency cells

(15.2%, certified by Fraunhofer ISE [46]). The reason for

the improvement of the efficiency may be explained as

follows: The diffusion of Cu into the buffer layer leaves a

Cu-depleted region at the surface promoting the formation

of the ODC phase. This compound has a wider band gap than

the chalcopyrite phase, which would in turn affect the band

line-up positively, increasing the Voc.

For the mixed In2S3-ZnS buffer layer, APT and XPS

results show a similar behavior: Zn diffuses within the first

2–3 monolayers of the CIGSSe absorber. As for Cd, Zn
2+

in addition to the In
3+
may occupy the VCu

�

sites causing

an accumulation of positive charges (ZnCu
+
) that would

lead to a downward band bending at the surface. Zn at

the CIGSSe surface may act in a similar way as the Cd at

the CIGS surface [42], i.e., it pins the Fermi level at the

interface close to the conduction band. This configuration

is very stable and reduces the recombination rate at the

interface, thus improving the overall performance of the

device. We note here that neither APT nor HR-HAADF

show the formation of [Cu(1�w), Znw]InS4 or [Zn(1� z),

Cu2z]S compounds at the CIGS surface as was suggested

by Bär et al. [30]. In this work the CIGSSe surface composi-

tion detected after peak deconvolution corresponds more to

ZnCu3In8[Se,S]16.

The aim of this work was indeed to understand why the

nano-ZnS/In2S3 buffered sample shows higher efficiency

than the pure In2S3 sample. We attribute this effect to the

presence of the Zn at the CIGSSe surface which, as

observed for the CdS case [19–21], may pin the p–n

junction to the conduction band leading to a very stable

configuration. The latter one may be indeed more stable

than the one characterized by an ODC phase formation at

the CIGS surface (observed for pure In2S3 sample).

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we investigated the nanostructure and

chemistry of the p–n junction region of two solar cell

samples with different conversion efficiencies (pure In2S3
and the nano-ZnS/In2S3). To understand the relationship

between the electrical, structural, and chemical properties,

correlated TEM, APT, and XPS studies were performed.
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For the pure In2S3 sample, a CuIn3Se5 ordered-defect

compound was observed at the CIGSSe surface, whereas

for the nano-ZnS/In2S3 sample, no such compound was

detected. The absence of an ordered-defect compound in

the latter sample was explained either by the presence of

the ZnS NDs, which may act as a barrier layer for Cu

diffusion in CIGSSe preventing the formation of this

compound or by the presence of Zn at the CIGSSe surface,

which may disturb the formation of the ODC. For the

nano-ZnS/In2S3 specimen, Zn was found in the first mono-

layers of the absorber layer leading to a downward band

bending at the surface. This configuration is very stable

(Fermi level pinning at the conduction band) and reduces

the recombination rate at the interface, thus improving

the overall performance of the device. Na and Cl impurities

are preferentially located inside the In2S3 buffer layer and

not at the interfaces.

The experimental findings of this work demonstrate the

capability of correlative TEM-APT-XPS studies in investi-

gating buried interfaces. These studies yield vital informa-

tion for understanding and designing the p–n junction band

structure in CIGS solar cells.
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